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Abstract—Today, the majority of the web’s content and user
data is controlled by a few large tech companies. There is a
growing movement to devolve this control evenly across the entire
internet, representing the transition to Web3. In order for this
movement to be successful, technologies and protocols must be
developed to enable web users to use the web securely without
trusting any other user. That is, today’s web is structured so that
users must trust these companies, so trustless alternatives haven’t
already been developed. Broadly, this movement emphasizes
developing peer-to-peer networks, blockchains, and distributed
storage systems. These systems make use of cryptographic
primitives to guarantee security.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This survey hopes to describe the breadth and the basics
of web3 technologies, which come together to attempt to
fully decentralize the web. A decentralized system is generally
encouraged because of fault tolerance, attack resistance, and
collusion resistance. Therefore, most of the decentralized
network protocols tend to rely on distributed systems or peerto-peer networks, which can help fight government censorship
and monopoly posed by the giant tech companies. As it
currently stands, the web is, however, quite centralized. Thus,
in the recent past, there have been many researchers who have
developed decentralized protocols and applications to work
toward the goal of decentralizing the web. This survey will
capture the major advancements these researchers have made.
The rest of this survey is organized as follows: section II
discusses the history of the web and the motivation for the
transition to Web3; section III discusses blockchains, with
a focus on technical details of Bitcoin and later research
that improves on Bitcoin; section IV discusses decentralized
storage; section V introduces additional research directions
related to Web3; and section VI concludes this survey.
II. H ISTORY AND M OTIVATION
The wide variety of networks can be factored into two
components: centralized (or star) and distributed (or grid or
mesh). In practice, a mixture of star and mesh components is
used to form a communication network. Paul Baran, one of the
two independent inventors of packet switching, called such a
network a “decentralized” network because complete reliance
upon a single point is not always required [1] (Figure 1).
Even though the Internet was built on distributed protocols,
the web needed to consolidate around a few curated service
platforms in order to become practical for everyday people to
use. This trend towards consolidation lead to serious implications for the two key functions of web, the web–publishing and
discovery of content [2]. Therefore, in today’s web, a small

Fig. 1. The variety of networks ©1964 IEEE [1].

number of stakeholders have an outsized influence over the
content the public can create and consume.
In modern literature, the decentralized networks are the ones
in which the control of infrastructure and other technologies
can be distributed among contributors rather than dictated by
large (“central”) players. This control comes in many forms,
such as having ownership of web infrastructure (e.g. servers
or portals), ownership of data, influence to make decisions
about the network, the power to delete contents, or decide who
may access the network’s shared capabilities, information, and
knowledge. For example, Facebook is a centralized network
where data is controlled by a central entity, and Amazon’s
Cloud is a distributed network where the data is stored across
a grid, but still controlled by a central entity [3].
A. Re-decentralization
The excitement around the area of decentralized systems
have grown in prominence over the past decade due to the
popularity of the cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. Bitcoin is a
payment system that has no central points of control, and
uses a novel peer-to-peer network protocol to agree on a
distributed ledger of transactions, the blockchain [4]. Therefore, the blockchain technology has painted a picture of a
world where untrusted networks of computers can coordinate
to provide important infrastructure, like distributed storage
and privacy. Advocates of these decentralized systems propose
related technology as the way forward to “re-decentralize” the
Web, by shifting publishing and discovery out of the hands of
a few corporations, and back into the hands of users [5]. For
example, Starling Lab in their “78 days” project1 with Reuters
1 https://www.starlinglab.org/78days/

demonstrated that a lot of information relevant to humanity can
be preserved through the decentralized system. In this project
they addressed the challenges of securely capturing, storing
and authenticating digital photos (like identifying deep fakes).
The Starling Framework used Filecoin, IPFS, Hyperledger
Fabric, and GUN ecosystem (gun.eco) to securely store digital
photos on a distributed network that supports authentication
using the Content Authenticity Initiative (CAI) [6]. Therefore,
as summarized by Zhanglong Peng in their report [7], “As the
masses garner for democracy over the internet, decentralization
may be the only way to achieve this. A network on its own,
giving people the freedom they desire online.”
However, similar to the Dark Web [8], the decentralized
web will also make law enforcement nearly impossible. For
example, the shadow libraries like Library Genesis (Libgen)
and Sci-Hub now use IPFS-based peer-to-peer distributed
library system supported by Cloudflare2 , to avoid legal attacks
(domain takedowns, server shutdowns and international womanhunts/manhunts) [9]. Moreover, with blockchain technology
and decentralized applications the enforcement of copyrights
won’t be possible because those buying and selling unauthorized copies of copyrighted material on a decentralized Internet
cannot be subject to court injunctions [10].
B. Self-Certifying Web Protocols
In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau together
invented the World Wide Web in which a typical user’s (selfhosted) website would be made up of hyperlinked text, files,
applications, and other digital objects that could be read and/or
downloaded by website visitors, now referred to as “Web 1.0”
or “read-only web.”
The current web, referred to as “Web 2.0” (a term coined
by Tim O’Reilly in 2007 [11]) or “the read-write web” (a term
coined by Richard McManus in 2003) started to develop in the
2000s when new platforms emerged which allowed users to
interact with content, and with one another (like Facebook and
eBay). However, it doesn’t capture the original vision for the
Web to be a medium for the secure, decentralized exchange
of public and private data [12]. Therefore, the re-decentralized
web is called “Web 3.0” or “DWeb.”
1) Web 3.0: The term “Web 3.0” or “post-Snowden web”
was coined3 by Polkadot founder and Ethereum co-founder
Gavin Wood in 2014, referring to a “decentralized online
ecosystem based on Ethereum [14]” [15]. According to Wood,
“Web 3.0 is not about cryptocurrency, blockchain, or tokenomics [16]. Web 3.0 is about decentralization, openness,
and transparency” [17]. In 2017, the Web3 Foundation4 was
established, which published the 5 level (L0 to L4) Web 3.0
Technology Stack (Figure 2).
2) DWeb: The term “DWeb” or “Decentralized and Distributed Web” was coined by Internet Archive founder and
2 https://developers.cloudflare.com/distributed-web/ipfs-gateway/
3 The terms “Web3” and “Web 3.0” are also sometimes used to refer to
Tim Berners-Lee’s vision of the Semantic Web [13]. However, we won’t talk
about it in this paper.
4 https://2018.web3summit.com/speakers/

Fig. 2. Web 3.0 Technology Stack ©2022 Web3 Foundation [18]

Alexa Internet co-founder Brewster Kahle in 2015, referring
to “a Web that is reliable, private and fun all at the same time
built using the technologies like Maelstrom [19], blockchain
(Ethereum, Namecoin, Storj), Bitcoin for payments, I2P5 ,
IPFS, Tahoe-LAFS and WebRTC” [20]. In 2016, DWeb community [21] was formed that organizes various summits6 and
camps7 to promote open-source development of the technologies needed to build a decentralized web like decentralized
storage, hosting, domain names, data, identity, data transport
layers, or payments. For example, Distributed Press API [22] is
used for publishing an online magazine, called COMPOST8 ,
5 https://geti2p.net/en/
6 https://www.decentralizedweb.net/
7 https://dwebcamp.org/
8 https://two.compost.digital/

on WWW and DWeb by seeding it to Hypercore [23] and
IPFS, and can be viewed in Brave Browser [24].
However, there are many who believe that “blockchainification” of the Web [25] [26], using blockchain technologies
like cryptocurrencies to verify transactions, pay for services,
and certify content such as NFTs is a big fraud, since in their
opinion, “Web3 is only about adding an additional layer of
complexity in the name of justifying the underlying cryptocurrencies” [27]. In fact, there exist other projects like Named
Data Networking (NDN)9 which aim to achieve some level of
decentralization by replacing the existing TCP/IP framework,
without using blockchain based technologies; a comparison
between NDN and blockchain based solutions can be found
in [28, §II] and [13, §5.7]. Moreover, there exist projects like
Beaker browser which use Dat protocol (instead of IPFS) to
support P2P website hosting without using blockchains [29].
Therefore, Jay Graber [30] gave the following definitions to
highlight the fact that there-is-more-than-blockchain in Web3:
• Web1 - Host-generated content, host-generated authority.
• Web2 - User-generated content, host-generated authority.
• Web3 - User-generated content, user-generated authority.
The latter is enabled by “self-certifying protocols” based
on cryptographic user identifiers and content-addressed data,
which helps decentralize. This definition of “Web3 = DWeb”
also includes older protocols such as Git, PGP, Tahoe-LAF,
and BitTorrent, and newer ones like IPFS, Polkadot, Hypercore
and Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB).
III. B LOCKCHAINS
Blockchains have facilitated the development of Web3 by
providing public and immutable stores of data.

Fig. 3. The architecture of Blockchain, where the contents of the red dotted
were not part of the original Bitcoin design ©2019 ACM [31].

A decentralized system without a similar structure wouldn’t
properly function because its users wouldn’t be able to
verify the system’s state. In such a scenario, the system’s
users would, in the best case, lack confidence the system
effectively carries out their requested actions. Obviously, a
system shrouded in uncertainty is ineffective. Recently, there
9 https://named-data.net/

have been many advancements in blockchain technologies,
most of which are based on critiquing and improving upon
the first blockchain, Bitcoin. Thus, a discussion of Bitcoin’s
fundamental features follows, after which improvements on
Bitcoin will be acknowledged and briefly discussed. However,
since it is impossible to capture the true essence of the role of
blockchain in this short paper, we would encourage the readers
to also read the classic papers like [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
and [37], short expository articles like [38] and [39], and books
like [40] and [41].
A. Bitcoin
The Bitcoin blockchain was created for a single application: decentralized currency. Decentralization, in this context,
means that governments have no control over the supply or
state of the currency and banks are not needed to complete
transactions. Creating a currency that does not require any
centralized entity is a difficult task for one main reason: a
payee must be able to verify that a payer truly has enough
money to complete a transaction. More specifically, (1) the
payee must be able to verify that the payer is paying them
with real money, (2) the payee must be able to verify that
the payer is paying them with money the payer owns, and
(3) the payee must be able to verify that the payer hasn’t
already spent the money that they are sending to the payee. In
a centralized system, banks can easily track how much money
their customers have and can verify said money is real via a
central bank. Then, this information can be used to guarantee
the integrity of transactions. But a decentralized system, which
doesn’t use centralized third parties to complete transactions,
must enable its users to verify transactions on their own. This
can only be done with an accurate and publicly available
history of transactions, so that payees can verify they are paid
with real money. This is why a blockchain is used for Bitcoin.
A blockchain is a database that is shared across a network of
computers [42]. It is designed to be an immutable and appendonly structure. Without this property, past transactions could
be erased or forged, resulting in a completely dysfunctional
system. Implementation details of the blockchain’s structure
follows to explain why users can trust its immutable property.
Blockchains group transactions into “blocks”, where each new
block is connected to the previous block to form a “chain”.
This chain is created by including the cryptographic hash of
the previous block in the data of the new block. Thus, if a
malicious actor attempts to change the state of a block (i.e.
modify a previous transaction), the cryptographic hash of the
block will change, so its link to the next block will be broken.
So, in order to modify a previous block, a malicious actor
must update each subsequent block’s hash link to create a
valid chain. Therefore, a blockchain’s security is dependent
on the difficulty of creating and changing blocks. So, the
Bitcoin blockchain uses a “proof of work” protocol, which
involves repeatedly computing the cryptographic hash of two
parameters, the block itself and a generated number, until the
hash value is smaller than a threshold [43]. By establishing a
sufficiently low threshold, the network can assume a significant

amount of work was put in to find that number. Thus, a
malicious actor must spend a great deal of time recreating
the entire chain after the block they want to change. For this
reason, the blockchain is treated as an immutable data structure
(Figure 4).
Fig. 6. A sample Ethereum smart contract for implementing a sub-currency
[44].

Fig. 4. Overview of a blockchain’s structure, including the hash link, the
proof of work nonce and transactions [43].

Each Bitcoin transaction is a transfer of ownership of a
digital coin from the payer to the payee. To transfer a coin,
a hash of the payee’s public key and the coin’s previous
state is computed. Then, the payer signs this hash using their
private key to confirm the transfer of ownership [43]. Thus,
an outsider is able to look at a coin’s previous state to verify
the current state was created using a valid public/private key
pair (Figure 5).

Fig. 5. A visual representation of a coin’s state as it transfers between users
[43].

B. Diverse Blockchain Applications
As previously mentioned, Bitcoin was created to support
one service: financial transactions. Web3, however, refers to
decentralizing the entire web, not just a small subset of its
applications. So, soon after Bitcoin was introduced, another
blockchain, called Ethereum [44], was created to serve a
broad array of applications. The Ethereum blockchain natively
supports smart contracts, which allow users to write code that
can be stored on the blockchain to be executed when needed.
Therefore, users can write any application they want and
have it run on the Ethereum blockchain. For example, smart
contracts can be written to create sub-currencies, Decentralized
Autonomous Organizations, reputation systems, and much
more (Figure 6).
C. Scalability
Bitcoin has two primary weaknesses in regard to its ability
to scale. First, due to the large overhead associated with storing
and verifying transactions, Bitcoin cannot handle the quantity

of transactions required to support the global economy. Second, since Bitcoin uses a computationally intensive and naive
proof of work protocol, mining power can centralize as a result
of skyrocketing energy costs. A discussion of both of these
problems follows.
1) Bitcoin Lightning Network: Bitcoin can support around
7 transactions per second, while Visa can handle around
47,000 transactions per second [45]. Clearly, the Bitcoin
blockchain must be able to handle more transactions to become
a viable global system. One solution, the Bitcoin Lightning
Network [45], tackles this problem by only processing a
small subset of transactions directly on the blockchain, which
allows for more transactions in the system than before. While
it would seem that processing transactions away from the
blockchain would break the security guarantees of the system,
it is possible to design this system to be functional. The Bitcoin
Lightning Network establishes off-blockchain “payment channels” between two Bitcoin users. A payment channel is a pool
of shared money where the portion each user owns is able to
change over time. Only two blockchain transactions are needed
for payment channels: (1) opening a channel (users input
their amount of the shared pool) and (2) closing a channel
(users liquidate their share of the pool). All other transactions
between users with a shared payment channel don’t need
to be processed on the blockchain; these transactions only
go through the payment channel. Each time a transaction is
made through a payment channel, the users generate a new
public/private key pair to sign it. Then, if the payment channel
is closed, they can claim their money using the corresponding
key on the blockchain. So, if two users are frequently making
transactions, establishing a payment channel between them
significantly cuts down the number of blockchain transactions
used.
One security concern associated with these channels is that
a user may maliciously close the channel using a previous
state (i.e. a state where they had a larger portion of the shared
pool than they do now). To solve this problem, whenever a
new state of the channel is created, each user reveals their
private key of the previous state, so that either user can claim
the currency if a previous state has been maliciously revealed
[46] (Figure 7).
The problem of scalability, however, isn’t solved if each user
has to have a payment channel with each other user. Thus,
payments must be able to flow through payment channels
between third parties. So a mechanism, called a Hash Time
Lock Contract (HTLC) [46], is used to guarantee the two end

with the understanding that the Nakamoto Consensus incentives discourage block withholding. Plasma is not designed
to reach assured finality rapidly, even though transactions
are confirmed in the child chains rapidly, it requires it to
be finalized on the underlying root blockchain. However,
with Lightning (including Lightning on top of Plasma), it’s
possible to do incredibly rapid updates with reasonable sense
of localized finality.
Fig. 7. A state transition of a payment channel between Alice and Bob [46].

users that payments are not stolen by the forwarding parties.
First, the payee generates a random number and calculates its
hash. Then, the hash is directly communicated to the payer.
Then, the payer forwards the payment to a forwarding party,
but the payment is locked using an HTLC corresponding to
the hash created by the payee. The forwarding party may
unlock the HTLC only if they can show they know the random
number that generated the hash. So, they will forward money
via other payment channels to eventually reach the payee, who
will reveal the random number once their payment is received.
Then, each forwarding party can unlock their HTLC to claim
the money (Figure 8 and Figure 9).

Fig. 8. Alice forwards a payment to Bob (untrusted) to go to Carol. R is the
random number and H is its hash [46].

Fig. 9. Bob forwarded the payment to Carol, so Carol can reveal R, so Bob
can claim the money from his payment channel with Alice [46].

2) Plasma: Similar to the Lightning Network, Plasma [47]
is a series of contracts which runs on top of an existing
blockchain (e.g. Ethereum) to ensure enforcement while ensuring that one is able to hold funds in a contract state with net
settlement/withdrawal at a later date. It is composed of two key
parts of the design: Reframing all blockchain computation into
a set of MapReduce functions, and an optional method to do
Proof-of-Stake token bonding on top of existing blockchains

3) Polkadot: Polkadot [48] is designed to be a fully extensible and scalable blockchain development, deployment and interaction test bed. The usual blockchain implementations focus
on providing a single chain of varying degrees of generality
over potential applications. However, Polkadot is a scalable
heterogeneous multichain designed to provide no inherent
application functionality at all. It is considered to be scalable
because it is a set of independent chains (e.g. the set containing
Ethereum, Namecoin and Bitcoin), called “parachains,” with
pooled security and trust-free interchain transactability. There
are four basic roles in the upkeep of a Polkadot network: validator, nominator, collator, and fisherman. Loosely speaking,
the validators are similar to the mining pools of current PoW
blockchains; the nominators are similar to the miners of the
present-day PoW networks; and the fishermen are independent
“bounty hunters” motivated by a large one-off reward with low
resource requirement and bandwidth commitment, similar to
“full nodes” in present-day blockchain systems. The collators
maintain a “full-node” for a particular parachain, i.e. they
retain all necessary information to be able to author new
blocks and execute transactions in much the same way as
miners do on current PoW blockchains. The precise nature of
the relationship between collators, nominators and validators
is expected to change over time. There is some similarity
between the design of Polkadot and Plasma; instead of a
structure with “fishermen” validators ensuring block accuracy,
Plasma constructs a series of child blockchains which enforce
state via Merkle proofs [47].
4) Proof of Work Shortcomings: As previously mentioned,
Bitcoin operates using a simple hash-based proof of work
protocol. This has two primary weaknesses that harm Bitcoin’s
ability to effectively scale up. First, the proof of work is
simple to compute; that is, it only requires a number and
the basic information of the current block. This has led to
the popularity of “mining pools” where nodes may contribute
to finding the proof of work without independently verifying
the transactions [44]. So, only the leaders of the pools are
deemed responsible for validating transactions, which is a form
of centralization. One solution, proposed by Ethereum, uses a
proof of work protocol that forces miners to include more
data of the transactions, thus leading miners to independently
verify transactions. Second, proof of work is, by its nature,
computationally and energy intensive. As the network grows,
proofs of work become harder and harder, thus requiring much
more energy. So, other protocols such as proof of stake [48],
proof of authority [48], and proof of storage [49] have been
proposed to cut down on energy usage.

D. Blockchain Privacy
It is important to note that Bitcoin doesn’t provide builtin, fully anonymous transactions. That is, since transactions
must be publicly broadcast, it is possible to trace Bitcoin
transactions back to their owners. Users, whether they are
individuals or organizations, often do not want the public to
know where their money is going or where it is coming from.
Additionally, in a system where transactions can be traced
through time to users with poor reputations (consider a terrorist
group or sanctioned foreign government), some coins may not
be accepted as payment (i.e. coins are no longer fungible),
which is undesirable. Zerocoin [50] and Zerocash [51], which
builds on Zerocoin, approach this problem by creating an
automated and secure laundering protocol for Bitcoin. These
protocols are based on the concept of zero knowledge proofs,
wherein a laundry user is able to prove to others that they own
the laundered coins without revealing their identity [31].
IV. D ECENTRALIZED S TORAGE
Decentralized storage can be visualized as a network of
P2P (peer-to-peer) servers that store data across a global
network of storage nodes. Thus, in a truly decentralized
storage system both storage location and storage management
are decentralized [3].
A. Distributed File System
The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is a peer-to-peer distributed file system that seeks to connect all computing devices
with the same system of files. It combines the important P2P
properties like Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), filesharing
system (BitTorrent), version control system (Git), and SelfCertified File Systems (SFS). The central IPFS principle is
modeling all data as part of the same Merkle Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAGs)10 [52]. A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is
a type of graph in which edges have direction and cycles
are not allowed. A Merkle-DAG is a DAG where each node
has an identifier and this is the result of hashing the node’s
contents (any opaque payload carried by the node and the
list of identifiers of its children) using a cryptographic hash
function like SHA256 [53]. A blockchain-based extension to
IPFS, called acl-IPFS [54], has been proposed which can
provide access control by leveraging Ethereum smart contracts
to handle the access control list (users can register files, and
grant or revoke access to them).
B. Decentralized Storage Network
Decentralized Storage Networks (DSNs) aggregate storage
offered by multiple independent storage providers and selfcoordinate to provide data storage and data retrieval to clients.
Coordination is decentralized and does not require trusted
parties: the secure operation of these systems is achieved
through protocols that coordinate and verify operations carried
out by individual parties. Following are the three popular DSN
providers:

•

•

•

Filecoin [49] works as an incentive layer on top of
IPFS, which can provide storage infrastructure for any
data. Clients pay a network of miners for data storage
and retrieval; miners offer disk space and bandwidth in
exchange for payments. Miners receive their payments
only if the network can audit that their service was
correctly provided using Proof-of-Replication (PoRep)
and Proof-of-Spacetime (PoSt) schemes.
Storj [55] is an Amazon S3 compatible DSN that assumes
the Ethereum-based STORJ token as the default mechanism for payment. It also supports a reference architecture
that backs an IPFS node11 backed by their decentralized
network self-hosted using services like Nextcloud.
Sia [56] is a variant on the Bitcoin protocol (Proof
of Work) that enables decentralized file storage via
cryptographic contracts. These contracts can be used to
enforce storage agreements between clients and hosts.
After agreeing to store a file, a host must regularly submit
Proof of Storage (PoS) to the network. The host will
automatically be compensated using Siacoin for storing
the file, regardless of the behavior of the client. It also
supports IPFS via Skynet12 .

C. Personal Data Stores
Today, data is a valuable asset in our economy, and we
all reap the benefits of a data-driven society. However, there
is a growing public concern about user privacy. Personal
data stores (PDS) enable individuals to easily reuse their
data by providing more control and transparency on how this
data is stored and shared. For example, openPDS presents a
model for autonomous deployment of a PDS which includes
a mechanism for returning computations on the data instead
of the raw data itself [57]. In fact, PDS are a key technical
component of the Solid project (social linked data) started by
Tim Berners-Lee for decentralizing the WWW [58]. Moreover,
blockchains can be used to design a decentralized PDS which
acts like an automated access-control manager that doesn’t
require trust in a third party [59].
D. Decentralized Communication
An open, decentralized messaging platform is essential for
the success of the decentralized web. Therefore, several decentralized instant messaging (IM) protocols have were developed
in recent decades and one of the most popular one among
them is the Matrix protocol. Matrix consists mainly of home
servers and clients. Inside these home servers are something
called rooms, which are a virtual environment where messages
get sent between the participating clients. The decentralization
of the Matrix comes from the fact that each room is stored on
every single home server participating in the same room. This
creates a federated network of home servers and clients where
no central server exists [60]. Another example is Status, which
provides a messaging platform via the Whisper protocol and
11 https://www.storj.io/blog/ipfs-now-on-storj-network

10 https://dag.ipfs.io/

12 blog.sia.tech/supercharge-your-ipfs-apps-with-homescreen-6ecf147eb4cc

also a mobile interface to interact with decentralized applications (DApps) that run on the Ethereum Network [61]. Because
the Ethereum protocol also acts as a large distributed key-store,
one can migrate user accounts, credentials, and reputation
on-blockchain with the help of the Whisper communication
protocol [14].
V. R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
Let’s look at some important research directions related to
decentralization and web3 technologies.
A. Security and Privacy of Smart Contracts
Smart contracts, as previously discussed, allow developers
to build new applications on top of a blockchain. Thus, smart
contract research is quite popular, especially in topics which
relate to security and privacy. Hawk [62], similar to the previously discussed Zerocoin and Zerocash privacy protocols for
Bitcoin, works to make smart contract transactions untraceable
on the Ethereum blockchain by creating a framework for
smart contract programmers to ensure privacy. DEFIER [63]
is a tool developed to analyze the history of the Ethereum
blockchain to discover and analyze patterns of attacks. It
detected hundreds of thousands of exploit attempts and can
be used by smart contract owners to identify if their system
is vulnerable. Tools like oyente and Manticore analyze smart
contract code to find vulnerabilities, and a tool called MAIAN
is even able to generate input to create an exploit for an
identified vulnerability [64].
B. Cyberattacks
The majority of successful botnet takedown operations rely
on exploiting or subverting botnet command and control
(C&C) infrastructures used by the owner. However, Bitcoin
offers an ideal C&C dissemination mechanism because C&C
communications over the Bitcoin network cannot be shut down
simply by confiscating a few servers or poisoning routing
tables [65]. Therefore, it is possible to create an undetectable
malware based on the blockchain technology [66]. In fact,
IPFS’s capability to provide anonymity, persistence of the
content, fast delivery and a robust network where content
cannot be easily blocked provides an ideal landscape for
malware authors [67]. Moreover, by using IPFS instead of
blockchain to store the malware, criminals can remain offline
during most procedures, with many privacy guarantees [68].
C. Scalability and Mass-Adoption
In a previous section, blockchain scalability was discussed
through the lens of making it feasible for a network to handle
a global scale of operations. Now, scalability problems can
be viewed as a human problem: how do you create a system
that many people want to participate in? A prevalent struggle
in P2P networks is to incentivize peers to participate in
the serving of content. Gringotts [69] provides a ”Proof of
Delivery” mechanism to incentivize the distribution of content
across the network. FLOCK [70] is an allocation framework
for jobs on a network of diverse applications (like a smart

contract blockchain). It allows parties to state which jobs they
prefer to process in the hopes of increasing satisfaction of
participating in the network. A more complete discussion of
blockchain design choices is discussed by Wohrer, et al. [71].
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this survey, we have summarized the meaning of and
the motivation for Web3, as well as its most well known
applications. It should be clear that secure Web3 applications
and protocols are much more difficult to design than their
Web2 counterparts because decentralization requires storing
data publicly, where trust is not a guarantee. Thus, the entire
web must be restructured to adapt to these new assumptions.
We believe our survey has conveyed the breadth and nature of
the research that is occurring in the Web3 landscape. In the
end, these researchers are working to build a decentralized
web that has at least as strong performance, security, privacy,
etc. guarantees that the current web possesses.
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